REDEFINING THE MASSAGE EXPERIENCE.

Change the way you experience wellness with the Human Touch® Super Novo, which offers a captivating design and delivers three-dimensional massage along the entire length of your spine and all the way down to your thighs. Choose from Meditation programs that combine a soothing soundtrack with your massage, helping you to focus your breathing and achieve a relaxed state of being. Or try the Yoga Studio program, which uses deep stretching and pressure to loosen and relieve pain from tight muscles. Complementing its advanced massage technology, Super Novo is the first chair of its kind to implement Alexa capability with the help of Virtual Therapist™.

Make massage personal again by asking Virtual Therapist to give you a customized massage, and feel the smooth glide of the recline sweep you back into a perfect state of relaxation.
4D MASSAGE PROGRAMS
While 2D massage programs massage vertically and horizontally, and 3D programs add depth, 4D programs take massage one step further to include the dimension of variable speed. Massage strokes speed up and slow down mid-stroke, just like the hands of a professional massage therapist, for the most realistic massage yet!

AUTO-WELLNESS PROGRAMS
Indulge in 38 programs, including full-body immersion, deep tissue and an effective collection of therapeutic relaxation and recovery programs.

CLOUD TOUCH ACUPRESSURE
Strategically placed targeted aircells apply pressure to key healing points and manipulate your body to stretch muscles.

HEATED FOOT AND CALF MASSAGER
With under foot rollers for optimized reflexology and adjustable intensity for knees, calves and feet, the extendable leg rest automatically adjusts for your height.

DUAL-LUMBAR HEAT
Adjustable and targeted heat gently soothes the back to loosen tight muscles and help relieve pain.

MAGNETIC DOCK AND HOLDER
Manage your devices in a variety of convenient ways. Dock the remote or your device until you need it, or use the holder to position it for easy use.

BUILT-IN USB PORT
Use the built-in USB port to charge your favorite hand-held device while you listen to music, watch videos, or read an eBook.

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLORS:
- Black 100-SNOVO-020
- Red 100-SNOVO-021
- Gray 100-SNOVO-022
- Cream 100-SNOVO-023
- Saddle 100-SNOVO-024
- Espresso 100-SNOVO-025

ADVANCED FINGERTIP CONTROLS
Easily manage the chair's key functions at your fingertips using the convenient control panel.
- Power On
- Start the Default Auto Program
- Adjust Recline Position
- Heat On/Off
- Volume Control
- Restore the Chair to Full Upright Position

S- AND L-TRACK SYSTEMS
Advanced Multi-Dimensional Massage Technology with S- and L-track Systems extend massage coverage from the shoulders and spine down to the thighs.

FULL-BODY STRETCH
Our expansive "bend and stretch" functionality provides unprecedented leg and spine relief, increasing blood flow to the vertebrae and discs and rejuvenating the lower back, allowing you to recover with greater efficiency.

DEFY GRAVITY®
The zero-gravity position cradles your back and elevates your legs above your heart, the position doctors recommend as the healthiest way to sit.

SPACE SAVING DESIGN
The Super Novo requires only 2” of wall clearance in order to pivot seamlessly from the upright to reclined position.

BATTERY BACKUP
Battery safety feature will enable you to incline one time to exit the chair in case of a power outage.

5-YEAR WARRANTY
Structural, Parts, and In-Home Service

DIMENSIONS:
Chair Reclined Dimensions: 74"L x 34"W x 32"H
Chair Upright Dimensions: 63"L x 34"W x 46"H
Seat Width: 20"
Product Weight: 320 lbs.